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Introduction



Places

• humans in geographic space: perceptions, cognition, behavior and 

communication

[source] [source]

https://travel.gaijinpot.com/shinjuku/
https://travel.gaijinpot.com/shinjuku/
https://travel.gaijinpot.com/shinjuku/
https://www.itinari.com/pt/parks-and-gardens-in-lisbon-s-outskirts-vk5u


Places

• space and place: key concepts in geography 

Merschdorf and Blaschke, 2018

https://www.mdpi.com/2220-9964/7/9/364/htm


Places

• geographic information systems and 

science: spatial 

[source]

https://www.yellow.ug/company/43220/fortportal-geographical-info-societygissystems


Places

• geographic information systems and 

science: spatial 

• place-based stream: representation, 

analysis, data, models, new paradigms

• platial? placial?                                                               

Semantics

Activities

Language

Culture

Subjectivities

Experiences

... and more

[source]

https://www.yellow.ug/company/43220/fortportal-geographical-info-societygissystems


Motivation

• place and GIS: several 

frameworks, conceptualizations and 

methods

• What has been done to bridge the 

gap between places and GIS?

Merschdorf and Blaschke, 2018

https://www.mdpi.com/2220-9964/7/9/364/htm


Motivation

• previous reviews: place in GIScience, places in information systems and 

dimensions of places



Motivation

• previous reviews: place in GIScience, places in information systems and 

dimensions of places

• going a step further in mapping the research landscape:

How research has effectively operationalized and formalized 

the concept of place in geographic information science?



Methods



Review

• mixed-method literature review: systematic selection process 

• content analysis and narrative synthesis

• search query:

SQ = ((“placial” OR “platial” OR “place-based

GIS”) AND (“GISc” OR “GIScience” OR “GIS” OR

“geographical information” OR “geographic information”))



Review



Topics



Initial results



Text analysis

• final set: 31 papers

• exploratory text analysis



Where?

• location in space: what did the studies 

operationalized?

• 55% - places within the urban landscape 

(POI’s, landmarks, green urban areas) 

• places: buildings, markets, administrative 

regions, restaurants, landscape features, 

beaches, gardens, “safe places”, 

shopping areas and places in dreams!

[source]

https://blog.mercury.io/revisiting-the-iconography-of-apple-maps/


Research objectives

• motivation, research questions, aims and objectives



Formalizing the concept of place

• translating the concept into formal components: enabling integration in 

GIS and other systems

• varying degrees of formalization: from diagrams to mathematical axioms



Formalizing the concept of place

• common feature: the where element

• where, what and the relationship with other places



Formalizing the concept of place

• examples: Jordan et al. 1998 

Jordan et al. 1998

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Affordance-Based-Model-of-Place-in-GIS-Jordan-et-al-1998_fig5_302960171


Formalizing the concept of place

• examples: Scheider and Janowicz, 2010

Scheider and Janowicz, 2010

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/summary?doi=10.1.1.172.5512


Formalizing the concept of place

• examples: Purves et al. 2019

Purves et al. 2019

https://asistdl.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/asi.24194


Formalizing the concept of place

• examples: Papadakis et al. 2019

Papadakis et al. 2019

https://www.mdpi.com/2220-9964/8/2/92


Operationalizing the concept of place

• implementation and methods

• how researchers implemented their models or frameworks?



Operationalizing the concept of place

• implementation and methods

• how researchers implemented their models or frameworks?

• varying degrees of implementation: real data, real-world examples, 

suggestions, future applications.

• common feature: outlined tangible examples in which the boundaries 

between GIS and the notion of place were merged



Operationalizing the concept of place

• implementation in different tasks: place-based queries; place-based GIS 

operations; information retrieval based on similar places; footprint 

approximations; exploratory data analysis; data classification and data 

representation, among others.

• knowledge-based models; knowledge-based and empirical models; 

and theoretical solutions.



Operationalizing the concept of place

• examples: Scheider and Janowicz, 2014

Scheider and Janowicz, 2014

https://content.iospress.com/articles/applied-ontology/ao134


Operationalizing the concept of place

• examples: Gao et al. 2013

Gao et al. 2013

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/2534848.2534856


Operationalizing the concept of place

• examples: Papadakis et al. 2020

Papadakis et al. 2020

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/15230406.2019.1598894


Operationalizing the concept of place

• data: different uses in the selected studies

• sources and types:

• Digital gazetteers

• Wikipedia (Dbpedia linked data)

• Surveys

• Ontologies

• Lexical databases

• Narratives

• Testimonies

• Social media ....



Bridging places and GIS:

toward place-based GIS?



Contributions and limitations

• integrating place in GIS: advances and different degrees of 

context/application dependency

• place reference systems and ontological commitments: examples of 

generalizing frameworks

• the role of geotagged user-generated content: source of information that 

is much more than locational



Contributions and limitations

• important concepts/fields in the literature: topology, hierarchy, networks, 

semantics, ontologies, cognition, linguistics, uncertainty, vagueness, time 

and scale.

• general contribution: outlining solutions to address place in GIS

• common limitation: often lack of exemplification or further implementation 



A new paradigm?

• What is a place-based GIS? lack of definitions

• Do we need a platial paradigm? contrasting opinions

• Heterogenous and fragmented research stream: no consensus



A new paradigm?

• What would a platial GIS look like? Platial Information Science?

• We have the theoretical, methodological and technological tools



A new paradigm?

• What would a platial GIS look like? Platial Information Science?

• We have the theoretical, methodological and technological tools

• What is place? The need for more conceptualizations and formalizations

• Language, culture and context: challenges  

• Towards improving our knowledge on human-environment interaction



Final remarks



Final remarks

• 31 papers: published between 1998 and 2020, mostly in GIScience 

journals and conferences

• Most part: formalized and/or operationalized places in the urban context 

through knowledge-based models using open sources of spatial data, 

using theory from human and critical geography

• Gaps: reductionist approaches, lack of fully operational examples



Final remarks

• Limitations of the review: disciplinary breadth outside the terms of the 

search query

• Future work: more in-depth quantitative methods for investigating how 

place has been dissected and operationalized

• Continue to map, clarify and outline the research landscape: 

encourage new research to help us understand the complex relationship 

between people and their spatial settings



Thank you
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